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                                   ABC XYZ 

VEDIC ASTR OLOGY & ANKA NADI  

REPORT! 

 

POWER Vedic Astro-Nadi Numerology Report   

for Maximum Success and Prosperity in Your Life 

 

 Your Anka Nadi == {7x 9} x3 x2 {7}x 7 
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=={ketu x Mars} x Jupiter x Moon 

x{Ketu}xKetu= Your Life Equation 

 

Know yourself & Karma Accurately and Coming 

10Years Predictions Month wise 

 

 

 

Your Birth and Name Details 

<br> 

email id  

abc@gmail.com 

Month of birth 

12 

dob 

12 

year of birth 

1981 

time of birth 

20.783333333333 

first name 

abc 

middle name 

 

last name 

xyz 

minutes of birth 

45 

hour of birth 

15 
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place of birth 

delhi 

country 

India 

Your Lagna & Navamsa  Horoscope Details: 
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Your Basic Nature and Destiny (already covered earlier) - 

BONUS: 

 Jupiter energy along with ketu gives You a sensual and 

seductive nature 

 Due to high level of Jupiter + sun energy, which gives an 

element of ambition and yes domination as well, You have 

to avoid being cruel or ungrateful and also need to develop 

tact. Just an indication based on planets- may not be 

always true. 

 You may have few children and also due to ketu effects 

need time alone. Ketu also makes you more research or 

investigation oriented. You have good ability to analyze and 
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may be go deep/research into matters due to ketu & Jupiter 

effects. 

 You are also  capable of much exertion & you could be 

service oriented 

 There could have issues with deception and intrigue due to 

ketu impact on Jupiter energy- just one has to be careful 

that all. 

Also 

 Jupiter effects could make You a happy and friendly person 

 Ketu could also make You are a person who could be easily 

contented 

 You are good at speech  or communications 

 You could also be fairly religiously inclined and may lead a 

simple life 

 You might have trouble in marriage(Saturn rules the 8th 

bhava)- You have good writing and publishing skills- you 

should develop the same 

 Cancer ascendant could give you a  fickle and indecisive 

nature 

 

Your Basic Birth Numbers 

 

THIS IS THE CHART OF  

Abc xyz  

 

=======================================

============================ 

UNIT UNIT UNIT SYSTEM & the sum is 16 
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 the name 1 is  

UNIT UNIT UNIT SYSTEM & the sum is 38 

 the name 3 is   

============================ 

 name 1 = 16, name 2 = 0  name 3 = 38 

 LIFE PATH number is = 52 [7]= ketu 

 BIRTH DATE Number is = 21 [3]= Jupiter 

 NAME NUMBER is =  54 [9] = mars and Jupiter 

 POWER NUMBER is = 106 [7]=ketu 

============================ 

HEART # 1 = (7) and   HEART # 2 = (0) and  HEART # 3 = 

(18)  

 HEART NUMBER TOTAL = [25]=7 =ketu 

 

1) What you are born to do in Life – that would give 

you maximum happiness( Your DESTINY Number = 

7)? 

 

 
 

 Your destiny  number 7= ketu, this gives you good 

analytical skills in math’s/accounts or philosophy 

demanding on where you want to put your energies. More 

would get clear based on other numbers. The ability to dive 

deep into matters. 
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 This numbers gives good understanding and observation 

and also helps you to specialize in one area or take up 

spirituality or greater quest sometime in your life. 

 There could be more love for solitude/meditation- interest 

in occult/philosophy or astrology could be there. 

 At a personal level  you could be passionate /charming and 

good natured. But you could be choosy  and selective. 

could be proof demanding 

 One has to avoid too much deservedness or adaptability 

issues if any.  

 Trust should be there infact faith has to be developed .One 

has to avoid depression or staying aloof or any kind of 

hidden pride that 7 may give you. 

 Confusion has to be avoided and on needs to stay always 

positive in approach towards life. Try7 to connect and 

understand the need of partner 

 This gives you an ability to get deep into problems. But 

number 7 and Venus are in conflict, so your logical mind 

would always be in conflict with your emotional mind- the 

later telling you about family /harmony etc- but logical 

mind turning it away. 

 You will go towards mediation and spirituality as well or 

atleast study books or spirituality some time in life. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 This number helps you to go deeper into office 

Matters over and above the harmony that you can 

bringing. 

 It helps you to analyze and investigate things 

a notch above others. 
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 You have to avoid at times when you get to 

reserved or want to stay aloof. Plus you need 

to build up more trust on other people. 

 Confusion and depression about family 

matters number 6( 7x6 are in conflict) has to 

be avoided. 

 Being cynical and bad tempered at 

times/insistent has to be avoided. 

 Also be positive and yes most important 

adaptive, as number 7 come with the 147 

series of numbers and makes  a person 

disjoint from the crow. Do yoga/exercises and 

be positive and sue your special GOD gifted 

capability to get the best out of life. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 Trying to maintain your distance and being with 

self could create issues in family life. You have 

to develop more adaptation for more success in 

life. 

 Avoid cynic or sharp comments about good 

things of the partner- plus try to connect to the 

needs of the partner and avoid trying to stay 

with one only. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 You are a warm person- but may have strong 

likes and dislikes. You are charming but you 

have to avoid being too much proof 

demanding/choosy in your likes and dislikes  or 
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insistent in view. 

 Try to not get annoyed on questions/adjust 

more and let your good emotional side come up. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Your ability to analyze matters and also a handle 

of fact based logical ability would put you a 

notch above others. 

 If you go deep into maters and also keep in view 

the harmony you would do great in money 

matters. 

 You can use your innate intensity to work and 

go deep for your benefit. 

 

 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli(Unique and 

Rare feature not available anywhere in the 

world):  

 
 In your d9 chart Ketu is in the 4th bhava of mind 

and is with moon. So clear strong energy of ketu 

exchanged. 

 Also ketu aspects your career house of action or 
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karma=- destiny. 

 So the karma = destiny- means you could work 

for research/math’s or even later in life for 

spirituality. 

 In your d1 chart ketu controls your mind with 

moon in 12th bhava. 

 This is what you have to take care of, that is 

avoid rash action and try to do steady effort 

YOGA could help you do this. 

 

2) What are your natural talents (name number =9 ) 

that you are born with? 

 

 A lot of your stress could go when you do some religious or 

philanthropic  work like teaching others at lesser price or 

some research to help others due to your 7x 9 

combinations. 

 This combination would take you towards spirituality some 

time- that you should accept with grace as 7 at times resist 

this change and acceptance. 

 Your name number 9= mars & yes Jupiter energies as well 

are there, this gives you good emotional skills. 

 This gives you great compassion and desire to help other 

and being philanthropic and emotional nature. 

 You have a high degree of creative and artistic talent 
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hidden in you. 

 The only thing is that you may not want to be impulsive- 

for friends or people or in spending or eating- so thinking 

and then acting on the thought is suggested. 

 Romance/music and love and helping others could be spice 

of your life. 

 You will go towards mediation and spirituality as well or 

atleast study books or spirituality some time in life. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 This number helps you to go high compassion 

and creativity into office 

Matters over and above the harmony that you can 

bringing. 

 It helps you to make good friends  a notch 

above others. 

 You have to avoid at times when you get to 

impulsive or too emotional or want to stay 

over friendly.  

 Speak and act with care 

 Being angry or impulsive has to be avoided. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 You could be too friendly and emotional and you 

have to so think and analyze also more and not 

waste your energies too much o family matters 

only. Avoid being selfish  or unforgiving or 

revengeful. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 
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 You are a very warm & passionate person- but 

may be very moody or emotional. You are 

charming but you have to avoid being too 

idealistic or impulsive in your likes and dislikes  

or insistent in view. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Your ability to attract money is good, but thinks 

and then invests. 

 Trust people with care- especially your friends or 

due to your over friendliness. 

 

 BONUS:  

 Cross Correlation of this Number with your 

Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 As per experience the compassionate mars comes close to 

behavior of Jupiter. In the d9 chart The Jupiter is blessed in 

9th bhava and shares energy with the 4th bhava where the 

planet moon/mind is there. 

 In D9 Note moon is your lagna, so personality also gets 

good energy here. 

 In d1 Jupiter aspects the 12th house where moon is there- 

so a clear indication of role of Jupiter in your thinking 
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21/3= Jupiter your date of birth. 

3) Your additional talents due to your birth number = 

21=3 – and what does it mean? 

 
 Now {7x9} x 3= given you a very passionate and 

emotional nature, but there is an element of working 

at some different frequency or having adjustment 

issues with people or situations. 

 But over all you have good creative energy with you 

3x9 and which you should express in your analysis or 

study and also meditation. 

 The birth number of 21=3= Jupiter – makes you a 

warm and creative person, in general. 

 It gives you good enough imagination and a friendly 

nature. 

 This could help you to be merry and cheerful in life as 

such. 

 You have to avoid being moody or scatters your 

energies. Focus would help you do great things in life. 

 One has to avoid losses talks or exaggeration or self 

centeredness of any kind. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 The ability to connect  and make friendship at 

office would help. But ensure you don't insist on 

your way or get selfish as that could work 
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against you. 

 You have a pool of imagination that would help 

you. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 You are friendly by nature and warm- this is 

what your family would like. 

 But you need to be careful with spending of 

money and also not wasting times in phases. 

 Avoid being too moody or easy going. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 Jupiter would help you make love and love 

people well due to the optimism or warmth. But 

avoid insisting on own self. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Jupiter in general attracts money and success in 

good periods.  

 Also you need to be careful in spending the 

money 

 

 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  
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 In the d9 chart Jupiter has a strong role on your 

personality/psyche and past life karma and your father as 

well as sitting in 9th/aspects 1st and 4th bhava. 

 So apart from ketu for research etc., Jupiter or dharma 

compassionate would alloy play role in life as you grow in 

life. 

 Also from d1, Jupiter aspects the 12th house and send 

energy to moon and also to sun representing yourself. 

 Jupiter yantra in silver etc and om Namoha shivaye would 

help you. So would YOGA help. 

4)what is your personality Number= 2 , how you 

influence others? 

 

 
 {7x 9} x3 x2 

 This gives a sensitive streak to your personality. So yes you 

may operate at different frequency and may have some 

basic adjustment issues- but the warmth of number 9 and 3 
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and sensitivity helps you to connect to people as the need 

be. 

 So you could be reserved many a times/sensitive and yea 

warm person. But you need to avoid being selfish or self 

centered for a happy life. 

 The 2 personality number or moon –this gives a sensitive  

and pleasing  nature 

 You may prefer simple  and easy clothes to wear- more 

style has  to be added 

 Avoid being fussy and too much attention to details. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 The 2 number personalities give you sensitivity 

and love for details  in behavior and conduct. It 

gives you imagination to help to  solve 

problems. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 2 personalities  - may make you speak sweetly  

more, this could cause harmony to be restored. 

 Avoid being overly sensitive  or out of style  at 

times. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 Once again same as above, you have stayed 

confident  and not dependent on . 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Number 2 or moon  would help you in attracting  

money due to attention to details and your 

being exacting in matters.  
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 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 

 The lord of the 4th bhava of how people perceive you is 

Venus, it gets into sensitive bhava 5th connect to kids house 

so sensitive. 

 Also the non mool trikona sign for Venus is 2=Taurus, now 

a as taurus has number 2 it gets close to moon and shares 

energy. 

5) What is your inner motivation in Life your heart 

number= 25/7= ketu? 
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21/3 Your 

MOTIVATION 
or HEART 
Number 

 
29/2  8  31

/4 

  2  9  1      9    1  9  8  1    

                          
1 9 3 5 9 4 1 1  1 4 9 9  2 8 1 4 9 4 9 7 1 2 2 7 

 
39/12/

3 

  
27/

9 

  
33
/6 

 
30/3  

EXPRESSION 

 

What does your name 

mean” 

HEART'S MOTIVATION or DESIRE NUMBER is  7/ketu–

Your inner desires and  Wishes? 
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 {7x 9} x3 x2 {7} 

 This makes you very choosy and picky about things or 

friends or people around. You may have  special  choices  

plus yes may have the capability to go deep into matters 

and yes do research. Yes your emotional and sensitive 

nature could distract you form doing things best. 

 You could be a perfectionist at one moment  at the other 

end emotional and saying oh let go. 

 Ketu could make you too choosy and perfectionist times 

about friends or love/family matters. You have good 

capability of love if connecting to the right kind of soul 

mate 

 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 Your analytical abilities and ability to go deep 

would help. But try to be less picky and adjust 

to others. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 You may at times remain at your own frequency 

or prefer more idealistic things. This is to be 

taken care of. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 You are may be more picky  and may be less 

romantic than others, unless there is a high 

frequency match so you need to build this up. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Your deep analytical and proof 
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demanding  nature would help 

you attract money, but at the 

same time being un concerned 

or with own self or not so 

practical may impact money 

matters- but still you would be 

successful in the long run/ 

meditate more  

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 

 Ketu is close to moon in the d1 chart a 

clear indication of strong role of 12th 

bhava to your moon or mind. 

How to align your actions and heart desire=7 to 

your destiny= 7(7 x 7)? 
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 You have 7x7 energy here- so avoid being too picky in 

matters and learn to build up more faith 

 You have to avoid being too reticent or fixed in your 

approach. 

 You may at times retire from active life and get into a shell. 

 The solution is to come out of shell and get more 

adaptable. 

 You need to develop some stability in life with YOGA- 

change is important in life but so is stability. 

 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 

 Already covered above. 

 

6)How would you respond to the world or life 

challenges as you grow more mature beyond 35 years 

of age- your maturity Numbers = 7 Ketu ? 
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 Looking at the basic equations of  

 {7x 9} x3 x2 {7}x 7 

 {ketu x Mars} x Jupiter x Moon 

x{Ketu}xKetu= Life Equation 

  There is an excess of ketu energy there – ketu 

affects the materialistic gains but helps in 

research and  spirituality or dharma. 

 This will take you deep into spirituality or 

research or some niche areas. Health needs care 

and try to align your energies with the same like 

building more faith/meditation and yes keeping 

your research capabilities intact. As that is your 

destiny. 

 This needs to be balanced by say donations to 

temples and also if possible feeding brown dogs 

with roti or chaptais regularly. 

 You may later choose to live life your way and 

retire in life from active world. 

 The latter part of the life may mean more of 

contemplation and study/reflection. 

 Given your specialized skills developed you may 

use the same to solve matters . 

 Your intellect and intuition would be high now 
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and people would seek your help and guidance. 

 You may get bored or not so great returns for 

the world and live meditating or thinking or 

living spiritually 

 Taking control on indifference and self 

centeredness would help. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 As you grow older you will get more interested 

in spirituality or philosophy. 

 You may get more into some specialized or 

niche areas and focused more on research. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 Family life over all could be affected. But you 

have to avoid stress due to being with oneself or 

within oneself and recluse with your family life. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 Love relationships may have an impact, unless a 

conscious effort is done to maintain love 

matters. 

 Try to be adjusting more to the  emotional 

needs of other person. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Money may not be great, but good money could 

come from specialization or teaching or research 

matters. 

 

7)what are the obstacles or core challenges(number 
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=2 now) in your life and how to overcome the same? 

 

 

 
 Equation of your life: {7x 9} x3 x2 {7}x 7x 2 

 So sensitivity and isolation or staying aloof from 

relatives etc  has to be avoided 

 You have to handle challenges of life with 

courage and any tendency to be shy or timid 

has to be avoided. Though rahu would give you 

the right courage. 

 You have to avoid being fearful of anything and 

do things with confidence and courage/care. 

 Harmony and cooperation could bring in good 

results. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 If you have developed confidence good/develop 

more the ability of yours to collect and collate 

data- bringing in harmony and balance at office 

and you will be great  success. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 2 x 7, develop more courage rather than rash 

responses to express your personal needs to 
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any family members. 

 You have your special choices and you are 

unique you should stick to the same. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 Sensitivity and care would make you win the 

race. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Hard work/discipline and tact/diplomacy and 

care would help you. 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 Moon the lord of lagna is n 12th bhava making it more weak 

link as 12th bhava takes energy from the planet. 

 So being too sensitive or shy has to be converted to 

courage and right action. 

 Om Namoha shivaye 108 x as many times would help. 

 

8)How does your talents connect to the life challenges 

– and how best you could use  it 7 x 2 ? 
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 Due to 7x 2 conflicts you may not be able to handle this 

well at times- you could have adjustment issues and 

due to your idealistic ways try t stay aloof from others 

in phases. 

 You have to develop more adjusting ability in you 

 You may have excess idealism and also being in your 

shell tendency at time- this has to be handled by going 

YOGA and meditation. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 You will be caring and sensitive  and fairly 

independent and original, but retain your 

cooperative ability to best . 

 Impact on your Family: 

 Once again you have to be adjusting  and less 

dominating in approach and more connected to 

actual family needs. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 Love could be there but cynics/dominations or 

being critical  could cause issues in love matters. 

 So speak with love and care. 
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 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Yes, you will in general increase in salary and 

money as you grow in life- by being more 

analytical  or building a focus in some niche 

areas of math’s/banking or some research area 

would help./  

  

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 Already covered above. 

 

 9)How you could enhance your love and relationships 

easily at home and office? Relationships & 

Healing(dty=7,ht=7,b#=3,N#=9,P#=2):  

  

 You are a sensitive person but would operate on your own 

frequency 

 But you have to ensure you don’t become too fixed or picky 

in relationship 

 You also have to avoid any tendency to be picky or your 

way insistence in relationships. 

 Yes some basic conflict in family life is  possible due to 

rahu/sun energy and Venus conflict. The upayas are as 
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recommended above. 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 Your relationships and friendship or long terms 

is by Saturn it is just OK in the 11th bhava or 

house. 

 This bhava is Venus, the planet of love, so stay 

away from dryness or depression- play well and 

do Yoga for best results in life. 

 Help poor people  black things or anything on 

Saturdays. 

 

11)How do you spend your energies or time- and how 

you could best make use of your energies and time for 

super success and happiness in life(your POI = 1 /4 /5 

& 6-/8- and PMEI)? 

 

============================ 
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ENERGY DISTRIBUTION  

-------------------- 

 

PHYSICAL plane is equal to 4 

MENTAL plane is equal to 6 

EMOTIONAL  plane is equal to 3 

INTUITIVE plane is equal to 2 

 

=======================================

============================ 

POINT OF INTENSITY  

-------------------- 

 

ONE =   1 intensity is ======  4 Expected == 3  

TWO =   2 intensity is ======  2 Expected == 1  

THREE = 3 intensity is ======  2 Expected == 1  

FOUR  = 4 intensity is ======  2 Expected == 1  

FIVE  = 5 intensity is ======  3 Expected == 3  

SIX   = 6 intensity is ======  0 Expected == 1  

SEVEN = 7 intensity is ======  0 Expected == 1  

EIGHT = 8 intensity is ======  1 Expected == 1  

NINE  = 9 intensity is ======  1 Expected == 3  

=======================================

============================ 

POI =1 

 There is a more energy in poi in number 1- so too much 

of ego or personal needs/personal or self satisfying 

argumentativeness and ego have to be avoided. As 1x 4 

connect to create more issues . 
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 You have to learn to adjust/be more flexible in approach 

and absorb other person's need and bring up your 

caring nature up. 

 This strong POI =1 , this could make you above average 

strong headed, much more insistent, egoistical and yes 

more dominating( b#=1 and numebr4 dominant) in 

one’s own  way of living. This could cause issues in life. 

 Head and lungs need proper care. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 You have to  control ego and self insistence in 

views- that would be key to your success. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 You have to avoid egoistical or fixed  nature as 

it could cause harm to the family life and this 

has to be contro0led.. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 You have to try to be more adjusting to needs of 

others and be more open mentally. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Once again you have a strong will power and 

have the tenacity to work hard so you will do 

well. 

 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  
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 Sun is afflicted by rahu in the 6th bhava. so any kind of ego 

has to be controlled. 

POI 2 

As there is 2**2, so this is a help and give you basic feminity in 

nature as well and acts as a good balance to 7.This helps in 

basic tact and cooperative capabilities. One has to shed any 

inferiority complex or shed away any fears.  

POI 3 

The slightly above average 3’s gives you fair enough self 

expression/basic creativity and artistic expression.There could 

be good writing art and interest in music art and luxury items. 

POI 4  

The person has fair logic and ability to work hard. One odes 

have practicality as well to fair extent.inlaws need to be taken 

care of well as 4=rahu=in-laws 

 

Kd=6: 

This may cause you to run away from responsibilities 

and may cause issues in married life. People may put 

more responsibilities on you and you may try to run 

away from the same. In purva janam or past life 

incarnation you may not have taken much interest in 

roles and responsibilities. 
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 Impact or effect on your Career: 

 You have to take more and more responsibility 

and avoid being argumentative- that would be 

key to your success. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 You have to avoid careless nature as it could 

cause harm to the family life and this has to be 

controlled.. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 You have to try to be more loyal and taking 

ownerships and responsibility  to needs of others 

and be more open mentally. 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Once again you have to take full ownership of 

how you spend your money or invest the same 

and have the tenacity to work hard so you will 

do well. 

 

12) Areas where you could be a super success in life?: 

  
 Career to do with teaching and preaching 

 Introspection or research 

 Science/math’s and accounts/business 
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 Religion related activities 

 Science related work or research 

 

Lucky colors: black magenta/magenta 

 

 
i) 6 rattis of Lahsunia (cats eye) in a Ashta Dhatu ring in the little 

finger on Thursday would give very beneficial results. 

ii) Having a dog or giving food to dog would be a great help for you. 
iii) Get this Yantra engraved on the Ashta Dhatu ring and wear it on the 

little finger on Thursday gives very good results. 
 
OM KAIM KETAVE NAMAH – 108 TIMES DAILY OR 17000 TIMES 
 
Chant the above mantra the prescribed number of times- so that the 
Yantra gets charged adequately. This Yantra is specifically good for you – 
as it would help you to tune to your inner energies- which will help you to 

guide and take much better decisions in life. 
 
Mentally request the Ketu energy to get established in the yantra- and 
put one tika by vermillion on the yantra 
 

16 9 14 

11 13 15 

12 17 10 

 
*Yantra- help you significantly to channelize the positive energies for 
your benefit as they are more intelligent than gemstones. Remember it is 
a product you could use for lifelong! Any local jeweler could help you to 
get it prepared. 
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 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 

 Already discussed and name number =4= rahu. 

13) Core points for maximum Success & Happiness in 

Life(Your destiny number x birth number x Name 

Number) 

 

 
 

 

 6 rattis of Lahsunia (cats eye) in a Ashta Dhatu ring in the little 
finger on Thursday  

 would give very beneficial results. 
 

 Offering some food to street dog 
 Donate to old age home 
 Prayers to lord Ganesha 
 Working  and helping institutions to do with spiritualism 
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Also 
 Ganpati sahastranma 
 Ganesh chalisa 

 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  

 
 It is clear that ketu is the master planet of your 

number horoscope and also your horoscope 

 It is close to moon in 12th aspects your heart/ or 

image the 4th bhava and also your planets 

Jupiter and sun in the 6th bhava. Also your 8th 

bhava or house 

 So ketu is a clear winner in your case. 

 Please feed brown dogs and yes donate to 

temples for best results. 

The coming 10 years- Major forces or numbers planets 

working for you? 

 

 

 test month = 12 day = 21 year = 19 

 

 PINNACLE-III is (73)=1 sun and starts   at Age(39) 

to 47 yrs 
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 PINNACLE-IV  is (31) = rahu and Starts at Age(48) 

 

=======================================

============================ 

BIRTH FORCE II   is = (21)= Jupiter  and AGE starting is 

= 30 

 
  

 

 PINNACLE-I  is 1=sun   till 48 year 

 The equation is 1 x 3 x 7 

 So overall success could be there- but with a lot of initiative 

and effort at your end. Yes success in research and analysis 

related work is there. 

 You may  take up to spirituality now. 

 You may gain recognition in office. Also your past efforts 

might be rewarded.  

 But a lot of proving would be needed at your end. 

 Lot of hard work and also proving at your end could be 

there. If you are able to prove yourself- you will get good 

position and name. 

 Your confidence level might go high this time. This is time 

when you might also  

 Face ego conflicts at home and the office front. Take special 
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care of conflicts at the love front. Your money flow might 
increase according to your status. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

. You could become very assertive in your attitude 

this period of time 

.Good time to start new ventures and things. 

.  Good time to get recognition for the same 

. You may have aggressive targets to achieve 

. Possibility of disputes with colleagues due to ego 
problems 

.Avoid domination and self centered approach  

.You may get some honor for your work in this 
time. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 . Good time to start a new relationship 

 .Respect others person’s individuality for best 

results 

 . New relationship may happen on its own. 

 . Disputes due to conflict of ego possible 

 .  Possibility to get involved with a prominent 

person. 

 .Gain in position would help to substantiate new 

relationships 
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 .Your relationship might come into prominence 

at this time 

 .Use of wit would help  

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

 .  New growth in this direction is  possible  

 . Take care while lending money to others. 

 . Not a very good time to invest in new shares 

 . Health expenses could be there 

 Impact on Money and Finances:  

 Over all in general gains would be there for you 

in money and salary and yes investments. But 

you have to avoid haste. 

 PINNACLE-II  is 4=rahu 49 onwards to 56 years 

 The equation is 1 x 4 x 7  and also 1’x 4x7 

 So this may mean a lot of unexpectd travels and changes 

for you. 

 You could travel or change your place as rahu-ketu 

operates. 

 Travelling more could be on the cards. 

 Ego needs to be controlled. 

 You will have to work hard and that also in planned manner 

this time. 

 The practicality and efficiency is the keyword 

 Money may not be great, but if you make yourself 

practical/efficient and work hard – you will be able to churn 

out money 
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 Your quest for work and business ambition would be high. 

 Impact or effect on your Career: 

  You will work hard  to achieve all your goals 

and develop good  efficiency. Without being 

practical or efficient success would not come to 

you easily. Money and tie constraints could be 

there. 

 Impact on your Family: 

 As You may get less time for family and may get 

more focused on work- your family life could be 

impacted. You will be more delivery oriented, 

avoid getting stressed due to restrictions and 

yes money flow and  your status and efficiency 

may have some issues. 

 Impact on Relationships & Love: 

  Relationships may suffer this time at home and 

office. So avoid rigidity and be open  

 You may also try to start some large 

construction or design on your own or work . 

 

 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number 

with your Horoscope or Kundli:  
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 You run ketu period , which is 180 degree opposite to rahu 

, so carries similar but opposite energetic beyond 2020. 

 So there could be contraction in efforts and yes money may 

be there but not great. 

 Your focus on study and spirituality would increases 

  

Predictions for  coming 10 years, based on your full 

name and birth number- Year by year most accurate 

Guide to plan and do the best in future  

 

A BONUS cross reference- we will focus only on the 

anka nadi 

Mercury main period 

 SAT till 25/10/20 

ketu main period 

 KET till 22/ 3/21 

 VEN till 22/ 5/22 

 SUN till 28/ 9/22 

 MON till 28/ 4/23 

 MAR till 25/ 9/23 

 RAH till 13/10/24 
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 JUP till 19/ 9/25 

 SAT till 28/10/26 

 MER till 25/10/27 

Venus main period 

 venus-venus till 2028 

                     AGE   Year  PY n1 n2   n3 essence 

 46 2018 44 e ) e 10 

  47 2019 45 e ) e 10 

 

 Your pinnacle is 1 and event is 1= so 1x1- 

means a lot of proving and struggle.especially 

2018 may mean too much of struggle and yes 

changes that may be annoying. Keep your ego 

or self in control and try to adjust to situations 

and people. 

 

 The simple equation now is {1} x { (5 +1) 

x 1}- so there could be excessive 

restlessness  ad changes and as 1= father  

 

 You are in 47th year of age= 4+7=11=2 

 

 2018 = {2} x { (5 +1) x 1}- this may mean 

more ravel and changes but pressure of 1= 

fathers health and ego clashes and stress would 

be less. 

 

 The 2018 number is 8= Saturn is in conflict with 
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the double number 1. So suggestions of strong 

conflicts and possible health issues now. There 

could be issues with partners or people say in 

partnership of connection with your father 

 

 As 1= father and 8=son , both are in conflict  

here. 

 

 But use of will power and proper management 

skills would make you a winner for sure this 

time. 

 

 May was hard, but June means some relief. July 

would mean too high focus on family. Some 

thing would for sure change in family front by 

June ending or July. 

 

 Now your ultimate number =7 x 1, also to your 

pinnacle is 1, so this time you may feel isolated 

or stressed out. Cooperation an and easing 

stress would solve matters more easily. 

 

 2019 and infact 2018 may bring in some relief 

as your number 1x1 is not in conflict with 9 as 

much as it is with 8. 

 

 The double EE x 1= means changes so travel is 

a high chance for you. 

 

 Also as event number =1(EE) and pinnacles is 
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1= so despite hard on proving and 1= father or 

father health, you could win- but by will power 

and yes good planning at your end. 

 

 Oct ending and November may also be a hard 

time emotionally for you. 

 

 Be prepared for new beginnings and promotion 

may be. New ideas would come to fore. You will 

get recognition and name for your work. 

 

 this time has to do with your intuitive abilities. 

 

 Luck and fortune and things getting better. 

 

 This is a time for   success. In This period you 

could expect an increase in your   innovative 

ideas and   fresh beginnings or starting of 

something new. 

 

 In this period use the facts and intuition to come 

to any     Decision.  

 

 If you have been working hard in life with the 

right  attitude in the past this period will be 

rewarding for you. 

 

 Also if you could come out and connect with 

people – talk and leave your isolation- then: 

 You   could expect advancements and honors. 
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Gaining money is not ruled out in This period.  

              

 If during This period you face failures you can 

conclude safely  that it is your own doing in the 

past.  

 

 So This is the time to    work out a plan & start 

on it with the right wisdom so that such things 

don't repeat in the future. So that you can start   

expecting good in the future. 

 

 In this time has to do with your intuitive 

abilities- that is do some basic yoga and prayers 

to get the best out of the school. Luck and 

fortune and things getting better- that’s you 

could expect our leadership abilities to grow. 

This is a time for   success in studies and 

otherwise.  

 

 In This period you could expect an increase in 

your   innovative ideas/new ways of thinking  

and fresh beginnings or starting of something  

new. 

 

 In this period use the facts/what is taught in 

school and intuition/your prayers  to come to 

any        Decision.  

 

 If you have been working hard with the right  

attitude in the past this period will be rewarding 
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for you in family and school. 

 

 You   could expect advancements and honors in 

your school activities. Gaining money is not 

ruled out in This period.                 

 

 If during This period you face failures you can 

conclude safely  that it is your own doing in the 

past.  

 

 So this is the time to    work out a plan & start 

on it with the right wisdom/prayers  so that such 

things don't repeat in the future- take initiative , 

do some Yoga and you will get best results. So 

that you can start   expecting good in the future. 

 

 Situation for you may improve slowly 2018 oct 

onwards . stress would get lowered down 

 

 Also June would be relatively better than may 

and emotionally less demanding 

 

 But June ending and July could be more 

demdning emotionally and your respected father 

may need more care and attention this time. 

You could also by June ending have certain legal 

dealing or atleast fair enough conflict situations 
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  48 2020 37 s ) b 3 

  49 2021 38 a ) b 3 

 

 Equation = {3=2020/4=2021} x { (s/a 

+3) x 4p}-  
 

 Equation = {3} x { (s/a +3) x 4p}-  

 So 2020 may still mean some socials and fun 

and outings, though some restrictions due to 

rahu could be there. Yes money earning would 

be there – but with well planned effort and 

efficiency  

 Equation = {3=2020/4=2021} x { (s +3) x 

4p}-  

  
 

 This could be sudden changes and fun time 

when you have more socials and fun. Despite 

the restrictions of number 4 now money /fun 

socials would be there. 

 2021 Equation = {4} x { (a +3) x 4p}-  

 Unexpected problems and issues could surround 

you now. Lots of hard work is needed at your 

end. But with discipline  and hard work and yes 

being down to earth you will be a success. 

 Also upayas are needed 
 

 Small chance of clandestine connections with 
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opposite sex possible. 
 

 You may start writing or expressing yourself 

more in creativity or imaginative endeavors. 
 

 Despite fun 2020 may mean  new change, you 

will have to take initiative to do things and yes 

be practical for best results 
 

 2021 would mean more socials and connection 

to people. So relatively less stress time. 
 

 Also bringing your creative and emotional side of 

your personality the number 9= of name 

number, but with the basic limitations of number 

4= rahu broad level period ruining for you: 

 you could expect growth, time to travel, fun- Entertainment 

and to express yourself. This is a time for   enthusiasm, 

fun, socializing with people. Moreover the happenings in 

this period will add to the enthusiasm and fun of this 

period.  

 

 This is a time when you could expect to get married if not   

married yet, have a childbirth. In this time your talents will 

get utilized. So if interested it is the right time to invest in  

painting, writing, acting or singing.                               

 

 This is the time to improve upon your physical appearance. 

For  this you could attend aerobics or Yoga  or any other 

suitable  form of physical fitness method. Dressing is also 
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an important  aspect under this  time period.                                    

 

 This is the time to socialize, go to parties , meet people and  

make friends. You could be the center of attraction. This   

period suggest travel strongly. 

 

 A negative manifestation of the time period can lead to            

  overindulgence and scattering of energies. Take care  of what 

you speak. Unnecessary risks should be avoided. You may want  

to be careful about over-eating, excessive drinking and may be   

drug consumption.           

 

 

  50 2022 39 n ) h 13 

  51 2023 40 n ) h 13 

  52 2024 41 n ) h 13 

  53 2025 42 n ) h 13 

  54 2026 43 n ) h 13 

 Equation = {5 to 9 } x { (n *h  +13/4) x 

4p} x{msb 2 to 6}-  

 2022 may mean some fun and outings and yes 

good news and opportunities. 

 2023- May mean a lot of home responsibilities 

and health needs care/. Yes a lot of restrictions 

could come in 

 2024- Means lots of stress and changes for you. 

But sure new opportunities and travel is there. 
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 2025 = lot of hard work- and yes gains in career 

then. Good times to grow professionally but deal 

with stress now/. Family and health needs care. 

 2026= avoid rash driving and fights. Speak with 

care. You may get fair enough  money and yes 

some fun would there 

 This is a time when you would need to make 

attitudinal changes of like more efficiency/deal 

with limitations/being practical. 

 Also om Namoha shivayes as many times is 

much eneded.108 x as many times 

 Donations to old age homes this would all take 

you through the period. 

 2022 would still be OK with restriction in money 

but still basic money coming in and fun there 

 2023 one needs to take special care and brave it 

with courage 

 2024 may mean some relief to you in terms of 

new messages and opportunities coming and 

you should be able to cash the same 

 2025- family needs care 

 2026- there could be unexpected travel and 

changes. You may become a hermit or too much 

with yourself. 

 

 There could be limitations and so progress 

for you. You may either to extremely well or 
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at the other extreme. You have to avoid 

frustration or being too rigid. 

 You may not get the normal results as you 

may want to get in school or otherwise. 

 There could be unexpected results now- that 

you may not expect. 

 You have to stay away from negative and 

antisocial elements. 

 You may have to work too hard to avoid any 

feelings of limitations or frustration coming 

in. 

 You will have to review your way of doing 

things. 

 

  55 2027 44 a ) h 9 
 

 Equation = {1/5} x { (a *h  +9) x 4p} 

x{msb 2 to 6}-  

  

 { (a*h + 9) X (8)} x(1/5 ) X 4p 

 Lot of events and new things happening in time 

and life. Lot of hard work and initiative needed 

for you but you will grow professionally. 

 

 This could be an eventful time and you may 

have experiences now. 

 

 Yes money would be there- but so would the 

hard work and hardships be there. 
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 Issues in friendship and love matters. 

 

 Building NGO’s or philanthropic work would help 

you for sure and give you success. 

 

 also 

 

 This is a ripe time and you may get several 

opportunities. This could have to do with your 

career or work or religion as well. 

 Personal relationships could break up and may 

make the relationship break. 

 If one lacks honesty legal matters could come 

up now. 

 Creative and humanitarian or helping work 

would be great for you now. 

 You will have opportunity for money/travel could 

be there. 

 Extravagance and indulgence in rich food could 

cause problems. 

 Time to stay peaceful and avoid over 

emotionalism. you could expect positive 

changes, closings-endings in personal or close 

relationships  

 The events may happen quickly. The emotions 

can be high during This time period. Do YOGA 

and medication to keep cool.                                                         

 

   This is also the time when your unfinished 
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work or projects could come to completion so 

make an effort to do so. Avoid starting any new 

projects this time 

 

   Charity or working For good of others works 

well under This time   period. You could expect 

an old friend reconnecting to you. You 

 

 May also change job or residence now. 

 

 In   This time you can develop your hidden good 

artistic abilities. Leave the past behind and 

march into the future. Use your   inner creativity 

inspiration and wisdom to Do your actions 

creatively in the   future. 

 

 

  56 2028 45 l ) h 11            

 

 A time when you may become philanthopic 

 

 Take care of mental stress and losses or people 

who may try to deceive you. 

 

 A bit of stressful period on professional and 

home front 

 

 you could expect some conflicts and stress so all 

kinds    but keep open your  inspirational 
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thoughts and may be rapidity in events.      

   This is the time when you could expect things 

to happen with  speed and make you more 

impulsive or emotional-so a natural caution is to 

be exercise control on yourself.  

 stay cool and keep a tab on your emotions 

There could be excitement in  and energy in 

your actions now. The past negative thoughts or 

behavior need to re-evaluated properly  to take 

right kind of actions during this period.   

   This is a good time to take up some education 

related activities or enhance your education 

capabilities .Also a good time to build up your 

Yoga and prayer. 

 Do Yoga to control stress and take right actions. 
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	1) What you are born to do in Life – that would give you maximum happiness( Your DESTINY Number = 7)?
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 This number helps you to go deeper into office
	Matters over and above the harmony that you can bringing.
	 It helps you to analyze and investigate things a notch above others.
	 You have to avoid at times when you get to reserved or want to stay aloof. Plus you need to build up more trust on other people.
	 Confusion and depression about family matters number 6( 7x6 are in conflict) has to be avoided.
	 Being cynical and bad tempered at times/insistent has to be avoided.
	 Also be positive and yes most important adaptive, as number 7 come with the 147 series of numbers and makes  a person disjoint from the crow. Do yoga/exercises and be positive and sue your special GOD gifted capability to get the best out of life.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 Trying to maintain your distance and being with self could create issues in family life. You have to develop more adaptation for more success in life.
	 Avoid cynic or sharp comments about good things of the partner- plus try to connect to the needs of the partner and avoid trying to stay with one only.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 You are a warm person- but may have strong likes and dislikes. You are charming but you have to avoid being too much proof demanding/choosy in your likes and dislikes  or insistent in view.
	 Try to not get annoyed on questions/adjust more and let your good emotional side come up.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 Your ability to analyze matters and also a handle of fact based logical ability would put you a notch above others.
	 If you go deep into maters and also keep in view the harmony you would do great in money matters.
	 You can use your innate intensity to work and go deep for your benefit.
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli(Unique and Rare feature not available anywhere in the world):
	 In your d9 chart Ketu is in the 4th bhava of mind and is with moon. So clear strong energy of ketu exchanged.
	 Also ketu aspects your career house of action or karma=- destiny.
	 So the karma = destiny- means you could work for research/math’s or even later in life for spirituality.
	 In your d1 chart ketu controls your mind with moon in 12th bhava.
	 This is what you have to take care of, that is avoid rash action and try to do steady effort YOGA could help you do this.
	2) What are your natural talents (name number =9 ) that you are born with?
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 This number helps you to go high compassion and creativity into office
	Matters over and above the harmony that you can bringing.
	 It helps you to make good friends  a notch above others.
	 You have to avoid at times when you get to impulsive or too emotional or want to stay over friendly.
	 Speak and act with care
	 Being angry or impulsive has to be avoided.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 You could be too friendly and emotional and you have to so think and analyze also more and not waste your energies too much o family matters only. Avoid being selfish  or unforgiving or revengeful.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 You are a very warm & passionate person- but may be very moody or emotional. You are charming but you have to avoid being too idealistic or impulsive in your likes and dislikes  or insistent in view.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 Your ability to attract money is good, but thinks and then invests.
	 Trust people with care- especially your friends or due to your over friendliness.
	 BONUS:
	 Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	3) Your additional talents due to your birth number = 21=3 – and what does it mean?
	 Now {7x9} x 3= given you a very passionate and emotional nature, but there is an element of working at some different frequency or having adjustment issues with people or situations.
	 But over all you have good creative energy with you 3x9 and which you should express in your analysis or study and also meditation.
	 The birth number of 21=3= Jupiter – makes you a warm and creative person, in general.
	 It gives you good enough imagination and a friendly nature.
	 This could help you to be merry and cheerful in life as such.
	 You have to avoid being moody or scatters your energies. Focus would help you do great things in life.
	 One has to avoid losses talks or exaggeration or self centeredness of any kind.
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 The ability to connect  and make friendship at office would help. But ensure you don't insist on your way or get selfish as that could work against you.
	 You have a pool of imagination that would help you.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 You are friendly by nature and warm- this is what your family would like.
	 But you need to be careful with spending of money and also not wasting times in phases.
	 Avoid being too moody or easy going.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 Jupiter would help you make love and love people well due to the optimism or warmth. But avoid insisting on own self.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 Jupiter in general attracts money and success in good periods.
	 Also you need to be careful in spending the money
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 The 2 number personalities give you sensitivity and love for details  in behavior and conduct. It gives you imagination to help to  solve problems.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 2 personalities  - may make you speak sweetly  more, this could cause harmony to be restored.
	 Avoid being overly sensitive  or out of style  at times.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 Once again same as above, you have stayed confident  and not dependent on .
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 Number 2 or moon  would help you in attracting  money due to attention to details and your being exacting in matters.
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	5) What is your inner motivation in Life your heart number= 25/7= ketu?
	What does your name mean”
	HEART'S MOTIVATION or DESIRE NUMBER is  7/ketu–Your inner desires and  Wishes?
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 Your analytical abilities and ability to go deep would help. But try to be less picky and adjust to others.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 You may at times remain at your own frequency or prefer more idealistic things. This is to be taken care of.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 You are may be more picky  and may be less romantic than others, unless there is a high frequency match so you need to build this up.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 Your deep analytical and proof demanding  nature would help you attract money, but at the same time being un concerned or with own self or not so practical may impact money matters- but still you would be successful in the long run/ meditate more
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 Ketu is close to moon in the d1 chart a clear indication of strong role of 12th bhava to your moon or mind.
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 Looking at the basic equations of
	 You may later choose to live life your way and retire in life from active world.
	 The latter part of the life may mean more of contemplation and study/reflection.
	 Given your specialized skills developed you may use the same to solve matters .
	 Your intellect and intuition would be high now and people would seek your help and guidance.
	 You may get bored or not so great returns for the world and live meditating or thinking or living spiritually
	 Taking control on indifference and self centeredness would help.
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 As you grow older you will get more interested in spirituality or philosophy.
	 You may get more into some specialized or niche areas and focused more on research.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 Family life over all could be affected. But you have to avoid stress due to being with oneself or within oneself and recluse with your family life.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 Love relationships may have an impact, unless a conscious effort is done to maintain love matters.
	 Try to be adjusting more to the  emotional needs of other person.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 Money may not be great, but good money could come from specialization or teaching or research matters.
	 So sensitivity and isolation or staying aloof from relatives etc  has to be avoided
	 You have to handle challenges of life with courage and any tendency to be shy or timid has to be avoided. Though rahu would give you the right courage.
	 You have to avoid being fearful of anything and do things with confidence and courage/care.
	 Harmony and cooperation could bring in good results.
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 If you have developed confidence good/develop more the ability of yours to collect and collate data- bringing in harmony and balance at office and you will be great  success.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 2 x 7, develop more courage rather than rash responses to express your personal needs to any family members.
	 You have your special choices and you are unique you should stick to the same.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 Sensitivity and care would make you win the race.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 Hard work/discipline and tact/diplomacy and care would help you.
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 You will be caring and sensitive  and fairly independent and original, but retain your cooperative ability to best .
	 Impact on your Family:
	 Once again you have to be adjusting  and less dominating in approach and more connected to actual family needs.
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 Love could be there but cynics/dominations or being critical  could cause issues in love matters.
	 So speak with love and care.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	11)How do you spend your energies or time- and how you could best make use of your energies and time for super success and happiness in life(your POI = 1 /4 /5 & 6-/8- and PMEI)?
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 You have to  control ego and self insistence in views- that would be key to your success.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 You have to avoid egoistical or fixed  nature as it could cause harm to the family life and this has to be contro0led..
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 You have to try to be more adjusting to needs of others and be more open mentally.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 You have to take more and more responsibility and avoid being argumentative- that would be key to your success.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 You have to avoid careless nature as it could cause harm to the family life and this has to be controlled..
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 You have to try to be more loyal and taking ownerships and responsibility  to needs of others and be more open mentally.
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	13) Core points for maximum Success & Happiness in Life(Your destiny number x birth number x Name Number)
	 6 rattis of Lahsunia (cats eye) in a Ashta Dhatu ring in the little finger on Thursday
	 would give very beneficial results.
	Also
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	The coming 10 years- Major forces or numbers planets working for you?
	 PINNACLE-I  is 1=sun   till 48 year
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	 Impact on your Family:
	 .Use of wit would help
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	 Impact on Money and Finances:
	 Over all in general gains would be there for you in money and salary and yes investments. But you have to avoid haste.
	PINNACLE-II  is 4=rahu 49 onwards to 56 years
	 So this may mean a lot of unexpectd travels and changes for you.
	 You could travel or change your place as rahu-ketu operates.
	 Travelling more could be on the cards.
	 Ego needs to be controlled.
	 You will have to work hard and that also in planned manner this time.
	 The practicality and efficiency is the keyword
	 Money may not be great, but if you make yourself practical/efficient and work hard – you will be able to churn out money
	 Your quest for work and business ambition would be high.
	 Impact or effect on your Career:
	  You will work hard  to achieve all your goals and develop good  efficiency. Without being practical or efficient success would not come to you easily. Money and tie constraints could be there.
	 Impact on your Family:
	 As You may get less time for family and may get more focused on work- your family life could be impacted. You will be more delivery oriented, avoid getting stressed due to restrictions and yes money flow and  your status and efficiency may have some...
	 Impact on Relationships & Love:
	  Relationships may suffer this time at home and office. So avoid rigidity and be open
	 You may also try to start some large construction or design on your own or work .
	 BONUS: Cross Correlation of this Number with your Horoscope or Kundli:
	
	Predictions for  coming 10 years, based on your full name and birth number- Year by year most accurate Guide to plan and do the best in future
	A BONUS cross reference- we will focus only on the anka nadi
	Mercury main period
	 SAT till 25/10/20
	ketu main period
	 KET till 22/ 3/21
	 VEN till 22/ 5/22
	 SUN till 28/ 9/22
	 MON till 28/ 4/23
	 MAR till 25/ 9/23
	 RAH till 13/10/24
	 JUP till 19/ 9/25
	 SAT till 28/10/26
	 MER till 25/10/27
	Venus main period
	 venus-venus till 2028
	AGE   Year  PY n1 n2   n3 essence
	 46 2018 44 e ) e 10
	  47 2019 45 e ) e 10
	  48 2020 37 s ) b 3
	  49 2021 38 a ) b 3
	 Equation = {3=2020/4=2021} x { (s/a +3) x 4p}-
	 Equation = {3} x { (s/a +3) x 4p}-
	 So 2020 may still mean some socials and fun and outings, though some restrictions due to rahu could be there. Yes money earning would be there – but with well planned effort and efficiency
	 Equation = {3=2020/4=2021} x { (s +3) x 4p}-
	
	 This could be sudden changes and fun time when you have more socials and fun. Despite the restrictions of number 4 now money /fun socials would be there.
	 2021 Equation = {4} x { (a +3) x 4p}-
	 Unexpected problems and issues could surround you now. Lots of hard work is needed at your end. But with discipline  and hard work and yes being down to earth you will be a success.
	 Also upayas are needed
	 Small chance of clandestine connections with opposite sex possible.
	 You may start writing or expressing yourself more in creativity or imaginative endeavors.
	 Despite fun 2020 may mean  new change, you will have to take initiative to do things and yes be practical for best results
	 2021 would mean more socials and connection to people. So relatively less stress time.
	 Also bringing your creative and emotional side of your personality the number 9= of name number, but with the basic limitations of number 4= rahu broad level period ruining for you:
	  50 2022 39 n ) h 13
	  51 2023 40 n ) h 13
	  52 2024 41 n ) h 13
	  53 2025 42 n ) h 13
	  54 2026 43 n ) h 13
	 Equation = {5 to 9 } x { (n *h  +13/4) x 4p} x{msb 2 to 6}-
	 2022 may mean some fun and outings and yes good news and opportunities.
	 2023- May mean a lot of home responsibilities and health needs care/. Yes a lot of restrictions could come in
	 2024- Means lots of stress and changes for you. But sure new opportunities and travel is there.
	 2025 = lot of hard work- and yes gains in career then. Good times to grow professionally but deal with stress now/. Family and health needs care.
	 2026= avoid rash driving and fights. Speak with care. You may get fair enough  money and yes some fun would there
	 This is a time when you would need to make attitudinal changes of like more efficiency/deal with limitations/being practical.
	 Also om Namoha shivayes as many times is much eneded.108 x as many times
	 Donations to old age homes this would all take you through the period.
	 2022 would still be OK with restriction in money but still basic money coming in and fun there
	 2023 one needs to take special care and brave it with courage
	 2024 may mean some relief to you in terms of new messages and opportunities coming and you should be able to cash the same
	 2025- family needs care
	 2026- there could be unexpected travel and changes. You may become a hermit or too much with yourself.
	  55 2027 44 a ) h 9
	 Equation = {1/5} x { (a *h  +9) x 4p} x{msb 2 to 6}-
	  56 2028 45 l ) h 11

